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SECTION - A

Theory Assessment
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1 The Role of Packaging in Logistics includes:
1. Unitization 2. Handling 3. Stowability (6 Marks)
a) Only 2
b) 1,2
c) 1,2,3
d) Only 3

2 ____ can move carton loads or pallet loads horizontally or vertically. (3 Marks)
a) Conveyor belts b) Cranes c) Elevators d) Forklift trucks

3 Once the finished goods are stacked into containers, what should be the next step?(6 Marks)

a) hand over to relevant picker
b) wear safety equipment
c) maintain a clean, neat and orderly working area
d) apply pre-packing methods

4 What are the two things that “environmental” packaging is concerned about reducing? (2
Marks)
a) Materials and regulations
b) Consumers and businesses
c) Waste and energy
d) Recycling and reducing

5 ____ are the two functions of labels. (2 Marks)
a) Providing information and protecting the business from liabilities
b) Providing information and protecting the product
c) Ensuring safe use and promoting and selling
d) Protecting the product and ensuring safe use

6 When should a forklift be inspected? (2 Marks)
a) Before being operated
b) At the end of each shift
c) Weekly
d) Monthly

7 Which one of the following option is correct for the sign shown in below given image?
(2 Marks)

a) Fire exit b) Fire risk c) Fire extinguisher is located here d) Use fire



8 Which of these safety measures prevents slips and trips? (2 Marks)
a) Promoting good housekeeping
b) Erecting handrails around every piece of stationary equipment
c) Installing carpet in all areas of the warehouse
d) Using manual handling instead of mechanical handling

9 Once the packaging is done, the packer coordinate with picker on timelines for batches of
packed goods to be handed over. (3 Marks)
a) Binner b) Supervisor c) Manager d) Picker

10 What is the recommended maximum weight of loads that people handle manually? (2
Marks)
a) 10-15 kg b) 20-25 kg c) 60-75 kg d) 45-55 kg
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11 If you want to check the load capacity of a forklift, you should - (6 Marks)
a) Read the danger, warning, and caution labels
b) Ask your supervisor
c) Check its nameplate
d) Check it yourself by standing on it

12 Identify the image from the given options, which show poor standards of packaging. (2
Marks)
a) b) c) d)

13 Oils are preferably stored in: (2 Marks)
a) Bags b) Drums c) Jerrycans d) plastic wraps

14 It can be easily cut and manipulated to create custom shapes and structures. (2 Marks)
a) Uncorrugated boxes b) Corrugated boxes c) Paperboard d) boxes

15 Which one of the following is not a type of packaging material? (2 Marks)
a) Shredded paper b) Bubble wrap c) Virgin paper d) Air pillow

16 It consists of putting the goods in boxes or trailers that are easy to transfer between two
transportation modes. (6 Marks)
a) Warehousing b) Packaging c) Containerization d) Distribution management

17 An informational tag, wrapper, or printed message that’s attached to a product or package.
(3 Marks)

a) packaging b) label c) FDA d) UPC

18 This sees each picker assigned their own area (or zone) of the warehouse with them only
picking products stored in that specific zone. (3 Marks)
a) Batch picking b) Zone picking c) Single order d) mulitple order



19 ____ invloves designing and producing container or wrapper for a product (2 Marks)
a) product line b) branding c) packaging d) service

20 _ is used for bulk handling, warehouse storage and transport shipping. The most common
form is apalletized unit load that packs tighlty into comtainers. (2 Marks)
a) Primary packaging b) tertiary packaging c) Secondary Packaging d) Quartenary
packaging
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21 __ is a document that includes the complete list of items included in a package. (2 Marks)
a) Packing slip b) Delivery Note c) Bill of materials d) Shipping slip

22 A report writing related to study unexpected incident occurrence, called as: (6 Marks)
a) trip report
b) incident report
c) feasibility/recommendation report
d) subject matter

23 Which of these reports contains information of a routine nature? (5 Marks)
a) Periodic report
b) Progress report
c) Trouble report
d) Laboratory report

24 Documentation is - (2 Marks)
a) A System of Records b) Only Written on Paper c) Only Electronic d) A Seal of approval

25 Material requisition note means: (2 Marks)
a) Authorises and records the issue of material of use
b) Records the return of unused material
c) Records the transfer of materials from one store to another
d) d) A classified record of materials, issues, returns and transfers

26 What should you do when your clothes catch fire? (5 Marks)
a) Stop where you are, drop to the floor, roll against the floor and cool off with water after the fire is
out.
b) Grab a fire extinguisher and spray it all over yourself.
c) Shout for help.
d) Run as fast as possible in the hopes the wind will put it out.

27 Which one of the following is not a type of PPE used in a warehouse? (2 Marks)
a) b) c) d)

28 In the event of an uncontrolled fire in your vicinity, your first course of action should be to:
(2 Marks)

a) Activate the Alarm
b) Ask someone else what to do



c) Run away as quickly as possible
d) Get a fire extinguisher

29 Raw Materials and WIP can be classified under ____ (2 Marks)
a) Indirect Material b) Direct Material c) Finished Material d) Standard Parts

30 __ is the primary cause of tripping?(2 Marks)
a) Loose objects on the work floor or loose floor tiles.
b) Too little lighting
c) Reduction of a person’s vision.
d) Person has attention to detail
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31 A broom is used to: (4 Marks)
a) Sweep up small messes b) Wipe out the floor c) Polish the floor d) None of the above

32 The additive in soaps and detergents that greatly harm the environment is? (6 Marks)
a) Perfume b) Salts c) Phosphates d) All of the above

33 ___ refers to the number of items that must be on hand to support daily, routine
housekeeping operations. (4 Marks)
a) Par b) Inventory c) Low inventory d) Required Inventory

34 ___ contains chemicals that reduce , but do not necessarily eliminate, microorganisms? (2
Marks)
a) cleaners b) disinfectants c) sanitizers d) reducers

35 To collect and pick up the dust from floor which housekeeping tool is used? (2 Marks)
a) Brush b) Broom c) Dustpan d) Mop

36 ____ would not be considered as part of a cleaning routine: (2 Marks)
a) Tidying b) Cleaning c) Recording d) Storing

37 Some of the most common accidents caused by poor housekeeping include: (2 Marks)
a) Slips, trips and falls b) Auto accidents c) Explosions d) none of the above

38 There is a wet floor. What housekeeping material should you use to clean the floor? (2
Marks)
a) feather duster b) brush c) mop d) coconut husk

39 __ are used to stores cleaning supplies such as detergents, mop. (2 Marks)
a) Vapor cleaning machineb) Dustpans c) Brushes d) Janitor's Trolley

40 Which one of the following is the first step in cleaning process? (2 Marks)
a) Scrape b) Sanitise. c) Rinse d) Dry.

41 This is Distinguishing between necessary and unnecessary things, and getting rid of what you
do not need. (4 Marks)
a) sort b) sustain c) standardize d) set in order

42 During Sort, you and your coworkers focus on what? (6 Marks)
a) Ensuring 5S continues to function
b) Establishing assigned cleaning duties
c) Developing uniformity in facility visual communication
d) Eliminating needless tools and equipment from the workplace



34 What should one wear before initiating cleaning process and while cleaning materials being
used? (2 Marks)
a) Heavy clothes b) personal protective equipment c) Light weight clothes d) Synthetic clothes

SECTION - B

Practical Assessment
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1 Demonstrate the steps in order to check received goods for damages/spills/errors. ( 35marks)

2 Identify the sequence in order to control fire hazards in your workplace. ( 35marks)
1. Monitor the hazards and review the controls
2. Assess the risks posed by the hazards that you’ve identified
3. Identify fire hazard in your workplace
4. Put measures in place to control the risks
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3 Identify the sequence in order to do good packaging. ( 35marks)
1. Wrap all items separately
2. Assessing your item’s requirements and choosing the right packing materials
3. Sealing your boxes with the H-taping method
4. Cushioning and filling
5. Using the Right Sealing Material

4 Demonstrate the sequence for donning personal protective equipment (PPE). ( 35marks)
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5 Demonstrate the steps for reporting of data/problem/incidents. ( 40marks)

6 Student 1: Warehouse Packer ( 30marks)
Student 2: Colleagues

Role Play: Student 1 have noticed that there is fire in the next aisle. Student have to follow the
emergency evacuation plan in order to get everyone including himself out safely.

Scenario: Perform the steps of emergency evacuation.
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7 Student 1: Warehouse Packer ( 30marks)
Student 2: Supervisor

Role Play: Supervisor asked warehouse packer to clean the aisle he is working on once the work is
done.

Scenario: Demonstrate the steps of performing warehouse housekeeping activities.

8 Demonstrate the steps in order to prepare for the housekeeping activities ( 30marks)


